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Pop-up Germs
Learning outcome

Instructions

Creative – This activity gets children to think about the idea of eliminating germs. Having
these pop up characters allows them see germs as characters and using gamification
allows them to get rid of them. In turn, this will encourage them to get rid of germs that are
on their hands.

Duration: 20 minutes

Perfect
for
Ages 7-11

What you will need:
 Scissors
 Pop-up character template
 Arts and crafts materials
Method:
1.
Describe the three hand washing steps and give a brief introduction
to germs, how they are bad. The information is found on the
‘why is hand washing important’ page of this pack.
2. Cut out the pop-up character templates and fold
them along the line to stand them up.
3. Choose how you would like your child to ‘get rid’ of their germs.
4. For example they can draw water, soap, bubbles onto the
character. Or they can physically knock them down by scrunching
up the cut out water and soap images provided.

Find different
ways to defeat
the germs
and knock
them down.

Verbal Instructions Example for Parents:
 Here we have our pop up germ characters
 How will we get rid of them today?
 Today we will use the idea of water. I want you to draw water on this germ to
make it ‘disappear’. Think about what water looks like. We can use droplets or
puddles of water.
Or

Cut out and fold
your characters
so they stand up.







Here we have our pop up germ characters
How will we get rid of them today?
First I want you to make this germ look
extra bad and mean. Think about what
an evil germ would look like.
Okay now that we are done, we need
to get rid of the germs, this time I want
you to scrunch up the soap or water
that you cut out and use it to knock
down the germs.
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soap

Fold along the above line

Fold along the above line

Fold along the above line

Fold along the above line

Cut me out, scrunch me up and throw
me at the germs to knock them over!

water
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Why is hand
washing important?
Even though we can’t see them with our naked
eyes, germs can be found everywhere. When we
touch different surfaces we can transfer germs
onto other things including people! Germs can
get into our bodies through our eyes, nose, and
mouth and can make very us sick.
That’s why it is important to wash your hands to
get rid of these germs and to avoid spreading
germs to those around you.

Why is each step
important?
Step 1 is important because we are using
soap. When soap is mixed with water, it
lathers up to form bubbles that act like
pockets. These bubbles trap and remove
germs and chemicals found on your hands.
Soap makes the germs slippery and slides off
when washed with water.
Step 2 is important because water washes
away the germs. The soap makes the germs
slippery and the water makes the germs slide
off of your hands down into the drain.
Is it important to wash your hands for 20
seconds because these actions physically
destroy germs and remove germs and
chemicals from your skin.







Studies have shown that hand
washing can prevent 1 in 3
diarrhoea-related sicknesses
and 1 in 5 respiratory
infections, such as a cold or
the flu.
Hand washing is more
effective at removing germs
than hand sanitizers.
Using regular soap is
just as effective as using
antibacterial soap.

Step 3 is important because drying your
hands reduces the spread of germs. Germs
spread more easily when hands are wet, so
it is important to dry your hands completely.
Using a dryer or paper towels are both
effective, however disposable paper towels
are best.

Why is it important after Covid?
As Covid-19 settles down we need to keep reminding children to
wash their hands. 80% of common infections are still spread by poor
hand hygiene.

